Let c(t) be the minimum number c such that every graph G with e(G) c |G| contracts to a complete graph K t . We show that c(t)=(:+o(1)) t -log t
INTRODUCTION
Let G and H be graphs. As usual, we say that H is a minor or subcontraction of G if V(G) contains disjoint subsets W u , u # V(H), such that G[W u ] is connected for each u # V(H) and there is an edge in G between W u and W v whenever uv # E(H). (Here, G[W u ] stands for the subgraph of G induced by W u ; our notation is standard and follows that of Bolloba s [2] .) We write Go H if H is a minor of G, and we say that the collection [W u : u # V(H)] represents an H-minor of G. Note that G o H if and only if H can be obtained from G by a sequence of vertex and edge deletions and edge contractions, where any loops and multiple edges that arise are deleted so that the resultant graph is a simple one.
There is some interest in knowing the maximum size of graphs not having the complete graph K t as a minor, not least because of the relationship between this extremal problem and the conjecture of Hadwiger [12] , asserting that G oK k if /(G) k. Wagner [26] showed that a sufficiently large chromatic number (depending only on t) guarantees a K t -minor, and Mader [20] proved that a sufficiently large average degree will do. It therefore makes sense to define the function Mader [20] showed that the displayed set does indeed have a minimum (that is, its infimum is a member of the set). Later [21] he proved that c(t) 8t log 2 t.
Several people noticed, at about the same time, that c(t) is not just a linear function of t, because random graphs having no K t minor may have average degree of order t -log t (Kostochka [18, 19] , and also Fernandez de la Vega [8] based on Bolloba s, Catlin and Erdo s [4] ). Kostochka [18, 19] also proved, as did the author [23] independently, that t -log t is the correct order for c(t). The lower and upper bounds thus obtained for c(t) differed by a factor of about ten, for large t.
Our purpose in this paper is to determine c(t) more or less exactly. Let *<1 be the solution of the equation 1&*+2* log *=0 and let := (1&*)Â2 -log(1Â*). Here, *=0.2846681..., :=0.3190863... and the logarithms (as elsewhere) are natural. Theorem 1.1. Let the function c(t) and the constant :=0.319... be as above. Then c(t)=(:+o(1)) t -log t.
The definitions of * and : arise quite naturally. The theorem is simply asserting that random graphs cannot be beaten as extremal examples the values of * and : arise from optimizing the choice of order and edge probability for the random graphs. This is explained in Section 2.
Earlier authors (Dirac [9] , Mader [21] , Kostochka [18, 19] ) studied the set
This is a natural set of graphs to look at, since minimal graphs in E d have several useful properties (minimality properties for the related sets D d, k are described in Section 2). Moreover, Dirac showed, for t 5, that the maximum size of a graph G not having a K t minor is exactly (t&2) |G| &( t&1 2 ). Mader extended this to t 7, whilst showing it to be false for t 8. (Jo% rgensen [16] described all the counterexamples for t=8.) So let us define
Since c(t) is of order t -log t, so is e(t). But the constants of proportionality differ because, for the extremal graphs, |G| is of the same order of magnitude as e(t), and so d |G| and ( d+1 2 ) are of comparable size. Theorem 1.2. Let the function e(t) and the constant :=0.319... be as above. Then e(t)=(-2 :+o(1)) t -log t.
As a third variation on our theme, we consider minors of directed graphs, or digraphs. Given digraphs D and F, we say F is a minor of D if V(D) contains disjoint subsets W u , u # V(F), such that the underlying undirected graph of D[W u ] is connected for each u # V(F), and there is an edge in D between W u and W v whenever uv # E(F ). So, once again, Do F if and only if F can be obtained from D by a sequence of vertex and edge deletions and edge contractions. This definition of contraction for digraphs is very close to that for undirected graphs; other definitions, placing different conditions on the subgraphs D[W u ], are discussed by Jagger [15] .
Let DK t denote the complete digraph of order t. Jacob, Las Vergnas and Meyniel [13] showed the equivalence of Hadwiger's conjecture to the assertion that, if Do DK t , then V(D) has a partition into less than t subsets each inducing an acyclic subgraph. Duchet and Kaneti [10] subsequently investigated the extremal function for DK t and proved that a digraph D of size 5 |D| &8 contains a DK 4 -minor. We define the function d(t) by
Certainly 2c(t) d(t), because the result of replacing by a double edge every edge of a graph having no K t -minor, is a digraph having no DK t -minor. Jagger [14] proved that d(t) is of order t -log t. His proof, though based on that in [23] , is far from being a straightforward adaptation of it. The lower and upper bounds obtained for d(t) differ by a factor of several thousand. Here we are able to narrow the gap. Given that the three functions c(t), e(t) and d(t) can be determined quite well, it is reasonable to investigate the extremal graphs. For Theorem 1.1, there are extremal graphs of arbitrarily large order: that is, there are arbitrarily large graphs G with no K t -minor and with e(G)=(1+o(1)) c(t) |G|. In turns out that these extremal graphs are more or less exactly vertex disjoint unions of suitable dense random graphs. Mader [22] has posed the intriguing challenge of exhibiting explicit extremal graphs. We shall discuss this problem later but we cannot solve it. Each extremal graph for Theorem 1.1 yields an extremal digraph for Theorem 1.3 by edge-doubling; there are further extremal digraphs not obtained in this way. But for Theorem 1.2 there are only finitely many extremal graphs, namely, certain graphs of prescribed order and edge density. In order to avoid over-complicating the main proofs, we defer further discussion of extremal graphs until Section 7.
The proof of Theorem 1.1 is, arguably, more natural and straightforward than the proof in [23] of a weaker bound on c(t), though the extra length arising here from the need to check a few minor details might give a superficial impression of complication. This proof in fact grew out of an attempt to restate the proof of [23] from a modern viewpoint. Given the proof of Theorem 1.1, the proof of Theorem 1.2 follows easily, and small modifications give Theorem 1.3 also.
The heart of the present proof is an analysis of the achromatic number of dense graphs; it is shown that dense graphs have achromatic number at least as large as that of random graphs of the same density. This result is of some independent interest, which we shall describe in Section 3. Provided these dense graphs are moderately connected, they will then have minors at least as large as those of random graphs; we prove this in Section 4.
We make no attempt to discuss small values of t or to estimate the o(1) term in Theorem 1.1. It is not necessary for t to be enormous (a tower function, for example) for the theorem to give a good approximation, though it is required that log log log t be large. But in any case the graphs K t&2 +K n&t+2 show that c(t) t&2, and t&2>:t -log t for t<18000, so the case of small t is not worth pursuing.
The author gratefully acknowledges stimulating discussions with Oleg Pikhurko during the preparation of part of this paper.
OUTLINE OF THE PROOF
It is convenient to define the Hadwiger number h(G) of the graph G to be the maximum value of t such that G o K t . Similarly, the directed Hadwiger number dh(D) of the digraph D is the maximum t such that DoDK t .
We begin with lower bounds for the functions c(t), e(t) and d(t) which, as stated earlier, come from random graphs. Let G n, p denote a random graph of order n whose edges are chosen independently at random with probability p. Bolloba s, Catlin and Erdo s [4] showed that, for fixed p,
almost surely, where q=1& p. The easier half of this result is the upper bound on h(G n, p ), which is all we use.
The size of G n, p is almost surely ( p+o(1))( n 2 ). It follows that if p and n are chosen so that n(log(1Âq)Âlog n) 1Â2 <t, then pn(1Â2+o (1)) is a lower bound for c(t). An appropriate choice is q=* and n=t(log tÂlog(1Â*)) 1Â2 , where * is the constant defined in the introduction. This choice gives c(t) :(1+o(1)) t -log t, because -log(1Â*)=(1&*)Â2:. It is straightforward, but not necessary, to check that this choice is optimal.
Since e(G n, p )=( p+o(1))( n 2 ) almost surely, we find that G n, p # E d almost surely if d is a little less than n(1&-q). Thus, if p and n are chosen so that n(log(1Âq)Âlog n)
1Â2 <t, the expression (1+o(1)) n(1&-q) is a lower bound for e(t). The best choice here is q=* 2 and n=t(log tÂ2 log(1Â*)) 1Â2 , giving e(t) -2 :(1+o(1)) t -log t.
We noted previously that 2c(t) d(t) so we have d(t) 2:(1+o(1)) t -log t from the lower bound on c(t). The same lower bound can be obtained from random digraphs D n, p with edge probability 1&*, because the upper bound stated for h(G n, p ) holds for dh(D n, p ) too.
So we turn now to the business of finding upper bounds for c(t), e(t) and d(t), where t # N. In fact, since 2c(t) d(t), Theorem 1.1 will follow from a proof of Theorem 1.3. So the proof will be stated largely in terms of digraphs. All the proofs of intermediate results translate at once into proofs for undirected graphs via the technique of edge-doubling. At the end, we shall have sufficient information to take care of Theorem 1.2 as well.
Most of the time, the actual direction of edges within a digraph will be of little importance to us. So we define the degree deg (v) of the vertex v # D to be the number of edges incident with v; thus, for example, every vertex in DK t has degree 2(t&1). A neighbour of a vertex is another vertex joined to it in the underlying graph; so every vertex in DK t has t&1 neighbours. 2d |D| +2d |S| &4kd. Therefore 2d |S|>2kd, proving the claim.
In order to verify this claim, note that if
To prove Theorem 1.3, it is enough to examine digraphs D that are minimal in D d, k , for suitably chosen d and k. We can therefore assume that D has the four properties described above. The proof then proceeds according to whether D is small or large. In Section 4 we shall show that if D is small and dense then it has a minor at least as large as a random digraph of the same order and density, and since the lower bounds in Theorems 1.1 1.3 are based on random graphs, this takes care of the dense case. Then in Section 5 we show that if D is large and sparse it contains a minor much larger than we need. The proofs of Theorems 1.1 1.3 will then be more or less finished; the details will be tidied up in Section 6.
COMPLETE EQUIPARTITIONS
Let G be a graph. A complete partition of G is a partition of V(G) into parts W 1 , ..., W k , for some k 1, such that G contains an edge between W i and W j for 1 i< j k. Unlike a partition representing a K k -minor, no condition is placed on the subgraphs induced by the individual parts. The partition is an equipartition if w |G|Âkx |W i | W |G|ÂkX . A complete partition of a digraph is defined similarly, except that we naturally require an edge from W i to W j and another from W j to W i for 1 i< j k. Let us record the trivial facts that every (di)graph has a complete equipartition into one part, and that if a (di)graph has a complete equipartition into k parts then it has one into l parts, for 1 l k.
Let (G) be the maximum value of k for which G has a complete partition of order k. The parameter (G) has been called the achromatic number of G, or the pseudo-achromatic number by those authors who reserve the term achromatic number for the case when the parts induce independent subsets.
Clearly (G) h(G).
The bound stated in Section 2 for h(G n, p ) is actually an upper bound for (G n, p ) (which means that (G n, p )th(G n, p )), because the constraint that a large partition be complete is much harder to satisfy than the condition that the parts induce connected subgraphs.
What is the maximum size of a graph G of order n if (G) k? This question was asked by Karabeg and Karabeg [17] and investigated further by Bolloba s, Reed and Thomason [5] . The graphs K k&1 +K n&k+1 provide examples with (G) k and e(G)=(k&1) n&( k 2 ). But for small values of n, say n< <k log k, random graphs give denser examples. It was suggested in [5] that random graphs and the graphs K k&1 +K n&k+1 between them describe the extremal function well. It was shown that
(a similar result was obtained by Fu redi [11] ) and, for somewhat smaller graphs with |G| 200(k+1) log 2 (k+1), that (G) k implies e(G)<3k |G|. But nothing was proved about dense graphs of very small order, where random graphs are expected to provide the extremal examples.
The main result of this section is the following one, which provides a lower bound on (G) for dense graphs.
Theorem 3.1. Let G be a graph or digraph of order n and edge density p=1&q. Let l # N, l 2 and let s=wnÂlx 2. Then G contains a complete equipartition into at least
parts, for every 0<' p and | 1.
Proof. We may assume that G is a digraph, because if G is an undirected graph the result follows by applying the theorem to the digraph D, of order n and edge density p, obtained by doubling every edge of G.
Let ' and | be given. The size of the claimed partition depends on s and l but not on n, and is an increasing function of p. Now G contains a subdigraph G$ of order sl and density at least p; therefore we may assume that G=G$ and that n=sl.
, the set of vertices other than u itself not receiving an edge from u. For a subset
, the set of vertices outside W sending no edge into W.
A uniformly random partition of V(G) does not give the desired result; unless the digraph is close to being regular, too many parts are likely to have small neighbourhoods. However, a suitably constrained random partition works. To begin, order the vertices u 1 , ..., u n so that |Q(u i )| is non-decreasing with i. In other words, q i is non-decreasing, where
The subsets B j =[u i : ( j&1) s<i js], 1 j l, are called blocks. For 1 j l choose a random permutation ; j of B j , the permutations being chosen independently and uniformly from all the s! ones. These permutations induce a random partition of [u 1 , ..., u n ] into s parts W t =[u ; j (t) : 1 j l], 1 t s. That is, each part consists of l vertices, one from each of the blocks B j , the vertices being chosen uniformly from B j and the parts being disjoint.
Let S/V(G) and let W be one of the random parts. Then
js . Thus W rejects a given block B j with probability at most 1Â|. Let
Now let W be a given acceptable part, let M(W)=[1, ..., l&1]&R(W) and let m=|M(W)|. Thus m (1&')(l&1). Let W$ be another random part and let P W be the probability (conditional on W) of there being no edge from W$ to W. Then
the factor 1Â(s&1) arising because W$ is chosen from the elements not in W. Now if j # M(W) then j<l and q js q i for each i # B j+1 . This implies
, and so, since ' p and m (1&')(l&1), we have
Let P be the expression on the right of this inequality, so P W P. To complete the proof, observe that there exists a partition with at most 2sÂ|' unacceptable parts and with at most 2s 2 P defective pairs (W$, W) of acceptable parts but with no edge from W$ to W, because each of these two random events has probability less than one half. Take such a partition, remove the unacceptable parts, and remove one part from each defective pair. The number of parts left is at least that claimed in the theorem. Those vertices not in the remaining parts can be added to the remaining parts to create a complete equipartition of the original digraph. K Before we investigate the consequences of Theorem 3.1 we convert it into a form more easily applied.
Corollary 3.1. Let 0<=<1. Then there exists n 0 (=) such that, if G is a graph or digraph of order n>n 0 and edge density p=1&q, where (log log n)
2+=
Âlog n<p<1&(log n) &1Â= , then G has a complete equipartition whose number of parts is at least
Proof. Let b=1Âq, so log b n=(log n)Â(log(1Âq)). The upper bound on p means that log b n Ä as n Ä . Let l=W(1+=Â2) -log b nX , let '==pÂ8 and let |=64Â= 2 p. We shall show that, with this choice of l, ' and |, Theorem 3.1 gives the desired result provided n is large. Several of the subsequent statements in the proof rely on n being large; this will not be referred to again, but it will be assumed that n 0 (=) is large enough to cover all the eventualities.
Note first that s=wnÂlx>(1&=Â2) n(log(1Âq)Âlog n) 1Â2 . So it will be enough to show that the two terms subtracted from s in the statement of Theorem 3.1 are each at most =sÂ4. This is certainly true for the first subtrahend, by the definitions of ' and |. So let us consider the second.
First of all, l(l&1)>(1+=) log b n. Since '<=Â8, we have (1&') l(l&1) >(1+3=Â4) log b n. Moreover log(1Â(1&'))=&log(1&')<2'==pÂ4 because '<1Â8, and p<log b because q=1& p<e
since p>(log log n)
Âlog n. This completes the proof. K Some kind of upper bound on p in the conditions of the corollary is necessary, because if the graph is so dense that only, say, n edges are missing then choosing them at random does not minimize (G). Moreover if only n 1Â2 edges are missing then the formula given for a lower bound on s would exceed n. Likewise, it is necessary to specify that p>1Âlog n since, as mentioned above, below this density (G) is smaller for complete bipartite graphs than for random graphs.
One consequence of Corollary 3.1 is that random graphs do have greatest size amongst graphs G with (G) k and |G|<k(log k)(log log k)
&2
. But our main application will be in the proof of a lower bound on h(G) for dense graphs.
DENSE GRAPHS
Below, we show that, among graphs of a given large density, random graphs have minimal Hadwiger number.
The method we use is quite straightforward; here is a sketch. Given a graph G of density p and not too small connectivity, every pair of vertices is joined by many short paths. Choose, randomly, a subset C/V(G) with |C| =o(n), so that every pair of vertices is joined by many paths lying entirely within C. The graph G&C has order n(1&o (1)) and edge density p(1&o (1)). Now choose, randomly, a subset D/V(G)&C with |D|=o(n), so that every vertex has many neighbours in D. The graph G&C&D still has order n(1&o(1)) and edge density p(1&o(1)), so apply Corollary 3.1 to G&C&D to get a complete equipartition. For each part W in the equipartition we then find a much smaller set M/D that dominates W and then we connect M via a few paths in C which, together with W _ M, form one subset of a collection representing a complete minor in G. For digraphs, the argument is of course the same, since Corollary 3.1 still applies, and the connecting paths do not need to be directed paths but merely paths in the underlying undirected graph.
The minimal edge density for which the argument works is much higher than that in the previous section. The constraint is that the paths between vertices must be short enough for the random set C to surely contain some of them. Nevertheless the minimal working density is o(1) and this is enough for the proofs of Theorems 1.1 1.3.
A standard bound due to Chernoff [6] (see Alon and Spencer [1] or Bolloba s [3] ) will be more than adequate for our probabilistic estimates.
Proposition 4.1. Let XtBi(n, p) be a binomially distributed random variable. Let 0<=<1. Then Pr( |X&np| >=np)<2e &= 2 npÂ4 .
The following simple lemma will also be useful.
Lemma The next lemma is even simpler. In the statement of it, the description of a set of paths as being``internally disjoint'' means that the paths share the same two endvertices but they are otherwise vertex disjoint. Proof. Even after the removal of at most }(G)Â2 vertices from G&[u, v] the connectivity is still at least }(G)Â2, so by Menger's theorem there are at least }(G)Â2 internally disjoint u&v paths, and one of these paths has length at most 2 |G|Â}(G). Begin by finding in G a u&v path of length at most 2 |G|Â}(G), then remove its internal vertices, find another path in the remainder, and so on until we have removed more than }(G)Â2 vertices. At this point, we must have found at least } 2 (G)Â4 |G| paths. K Before stating the next theorem we make a definition that will be helpful when we apply the theorem in Section 5. We say that a subset [w 1 , ..., w s ] of the vertex set of a graph, or digraph, G is a set of nodes of G if there exist disjoint subsets
Here then is the main result of this section, giving a lower bound on the Hadwiger number of a dense graph. The method of proof will, in fact, give useful information for densities so great that the Hadwiger number is of the same order of magnitude as the order of the graph. But it would be notationally awkward to state a result covering these cases, and since we do not need a best possible result for such extremely dense graphs, we settle for slightly less.
Theorem 4.1. Let 0<=<1. Then there exists n 1 (=), such that if G is a graph, or digraph, of order n>n 1 (=), edge density p=1&q and connectivity }(G) n(log log log n)Â(log log n), then G o K s or G o DK s , as the case may be; here
Moreover, every subset [w 1 , ..., w s ] of V(G) is a set of nodes of G.
Proof. Note, to begin with, that the minimum degree of G is at least }, so necessarily p }Â2n (log log log n)Â(2 log log n). Note too that s< n(log log n)Â(log n)
1Â2 because q* (log n)
&1Â=
; here, of course, we are assuming that n 1 (=) is large enough, and we shall continue to make this assumption as necessary without further mention. In particular, } is much larger than s. Â4n internally disjoint u&v paths, which avoid S and have length at most h=3(log log n)Â(log log log n).
Now let r=1Â(log log log n) and select vertices independently and at random with probability r from the set V(G)&S. Let the resulting subset be C. Certainly |C| <2rn holds with probability at least 1Â2. Moreover, by Proposition 4.1, for a given vertex v # G of degree deg(v), the probability that v has more than = deg(v)Â6 neighbours (in the underlying graph) within C is less than 1Ân 2 (recall that deg(v) }). Given u, v # V(G), the probability that C contains all the internal vertices of some path in P u, v is at least r h , and these probabilities are independent for different paths. By comparing logarithms it can be seen that r h >(log n) &1Â6 , and hence that r h |P u, v |Â2 r h k 2 Â8n>nÂ(log n) 1Â3 . So, by Proposition 4.1, the probability that fewer than r h |P u, v |Â2 paths of P u, v lie entirely within C is at most 2 exp[&r h |P u, v |Â16]<1Ân 3 . Therefore there is a set C with |C|<2rn such that every vertex v has at most = deg(v)Â6 neighbours inside C and, for every pair u, v # V(G), there are at least nÂ(log n)
1Â3 internally disjoint u&v paths of length at most h whose internal vertices lie within C. Fix such a set.
Having fixed C, choose a random subset D/V(G)&S&C, again choosing each vertex with probability r. As before, |D| <2rn holds with probability at least 1Â2. A given vertex v # G has at least deg(v)Â2 }Â2 neighbours outside C _ S, and the probability that fewer than r}Â4 of these, or more than = deg(v)Â6 of these, lie in D, is by Proposition 4.1 at most 1Ân 2 . So we may fix a set D with |D| <2rn such that every vertex v has at least r}Â4 and at most = deg(v)Â6 neighbours in D.
Let G$ be the graph or digraph G&S&C&D, let its order be n$ and let its edge density be p$=1&q$. We shall apply Corollary 3.1 to G$ with the parameters =Â8, n$ and p$. Let us check that the conditions of the corollary hold. Observe that n$ n(1&4r) &s=n(1&o(1) ). Also, every vertex v # G$ has at least (1&=Â3) deg(v)&s (1&3=Â8) deg(v) neighbours in G$ so p$ (1&3=Â4) p>1Âlog log n. In particular, if p$=o(1) then log(1Âq$)tp$ (1&3=Â4) pt(1&3=Â4) log(1Âq). On the other hand, q$ q( n 2 )Â( n$ 2 ) qÂ(1&8r) so log(1Âq$) log(1Âq)&9r; thus if p${o(1) then log(1Âq$)= (1+o(1)) log(1Âq). Should it happen that q$<(log n$) &8Â= , reduce p$ by removing a few edges until this inequality no longer holds.
Everything is now ready for the application of Corollary 3.1 to G$: we have n$=n(1&o (1)), p$ lies in the correct range, and log(1Âq$) (1&4=Â5) log(1Âq*). So we see that G$ has a complete equipartition into at least, and so into exactly, s parts. Let these parts be W" 1 , ..., W s " and let
By s applications of Lemma 4.1 we shall now find disjoint subsets M 1 , ..., M s in D such that every vertex of W$ i has a neighbour (in the underlying graph) in M i and such that M i 5(log log n) 2 , 1 i s. To see that this can be done, recall that s<n(log log n)Â(log n)
1Â2 , so that if M 1 , ..., M j have so far been found then each vertex of G$ still has at least r}Â4& 5s(log log n) 2 >r}Â8 neighbours in D. Therefore the conditions of Lemma 4.1 apply with A=W$ j+1 , B=D&M 1 & } } } &M j and #=r}Â8 |D| > 1Â(8 log log n). Now A was a part in an equipartition of G$ _ S into s parts, so (1&=) |A| ((log n)Âlog(1Âq))
1Â2 . Thus we can find the set M j+1 with |M j+1 | 1+log 1Â(1&#) |A| 1+(log |A|)Â#<5(log log n) 2 , as claimed.
Our final task is to find disjoint sets N 1 , ..., N s in C such that M i _ N i is connected. This is easily done with |N i | 5h(log log n)
2 . For suppose that N 1 , ..., N j have already been found in this way. To connect M j+1 = [u 1 , ..., u m ] we find m&1 paths P 1 , ..., P m&1 such that, for 1 i<m, P i is a u i &u i+1 path of length at most h whose internal vertices lie in C&N 1 & } } } &N j . We can indeed find the P i s because there are at least nÂ(log n) 1Â3 u i &u i+1 paths passing through C and |N 1 _ } } } _ N j | <5sh(log log n) 2 < n(log log n) 4 
Â(log n)
1Â2 <nÂ(log n)
1Â3
. The set N j+1 then comprises the internal vertices of P 1 , ..., P m&1 .
We complete the proof by setting
By the construction, each W i induces a connected subgraph in the underlying graph, and together they represent a K s -minor, or DK s -minor, of G. Moreover, the set [w 1 , ..., w s ] is a set of nodes of G. K Note that Theorem 4.1 as it stands already gives a best possible result for tournaments T, which are digraphs of density one half. Let us define the function
Jagger [14] proved that f (t) is of order t -log t, but now we can be more precise.
Theorem 4.2. Let the function f (t) be as above. Then f (t)=(1+o(1)) t -log 2 t.
Proof. Theorem 4.1 shows that if |T | >(1+=) t -log 2 t then T o DK t . Conversely, by the argument referred to in Section 2, it is easily shown that if T is a random tournament with |T |<(1&=) t -log 2 t then T o DK t almost surely. K
SPARSE GRAPHS
In Section 2 we established that minimal digraphs in D n, k have dense vertex neighbourhoods and high connectivity. We could immediately apply Theorem 4.1 to just one of these neighbourhoods and obtain upper bounds for c(t) and d(t) differing from best possible by only a factor of two; this is already an improvement on the bounds obtained in [18, 19, 23] , whose arguments also concentrated on dense neighbourhoods. But we are trying to pin down c(t) more precisely and so we cannot afford to throw away so much of the graph.
Here we shall show that graphs that are large and sparse, but that nevertheless have dense neighbourhoods and good connectivity, have large complete minors. This section is therefore complementary to the previous one.
Once again the strategy is straightforward, and we give a sketch. Given a graph of the described kind, either it has many vertices whose neighbourhoods have much in common, or it has many vertices whose neighbourhoods are more or less disjoint. The first case gives rise to a bipartite subgraph with quite a lot of edges, and this soon yields a large complete minor. In the second case, the density of the disjoint neighbourhoods produces many small disjoint complete minors, and using the connectivity of the graph we link these up to produce one large complete minor. In both cases we make use of Theorem 4.1.
The following lemma takes care of the first case in the above sketch. There is nothing critical about the constants in the lemma they are just ones we shall find convenient in the application. 
incident with a and that these edges all lie in the same direction, either from a to B or from B to a. We may then suppose, by removing at most half the vertices of A, that all edges of G go in the same direction, this direction being, without loss of generality, from A to B.
One by one, for each vertex a # A, we select a neighbour b of a, contract the edge ab and identify a with b, so that the vertex a disappears. When we have finished, we are left with a digraph on the vertex set B only. The neighbour b of a that we choose is a vertex of minimal outdegree in the digraph spanned by the neighbours of a at that moment when the vertex a # A is dealt with. Denoting by p a =1&q a the density of this digraph, the contraction of ab will add at least q a (WdÂ6X&1) edges to the digraph spanned by B. Now the digraph spanned by B can never have more than |B| (|B|&1) edges so, for some a # A, it must hold that q a q where |A| q(WdÂ6X&1)= |B| (|B| &1). Thus we may assume that q a 401 2 _6_2_e &2400 <e
&2380
holds for some a # A. Let D be the digraph spanned by the neighbours of this vertex a at the moment it is dealt with. Now |D| =WdÂ6X and the density of D is at least 1&e
. Let S be the set of vertices of D of degree less than 3 |D|Â2. Then 3 |S| |D|Â2+2 |D&S| |D| 2(1&q) |D| (|D| &1) so |S| <e &2370 |D|. Thus |D&S| dÂ7, and D&S has minimum degree at least 3 |D|Â2&2 |S|, so }(D&S) |D|Â6. Moreover, e(D&S) (1&q) |D| (|D| &1)&2 |S| |D| so D&S has density at least 1&e
&2360
. Now 48 2 <2360 and (1Â7)_(3Â10)_48>2, so D&S o DK 2t by Theorem 4.1. Therefore Go DK 2t , as claimed. K Here now is our main theorem for sparse graphs. We show that our large sparse graph has a minor twice as big as the one we are looking for. Once again, there is nothing critical about the constants appearing in the proof. In fact the theorem remains true if 2t is replaced by any constant multiple of t (given a concomitant change in }(G)), but double is good enough for our purposes.
Theorem 5.1. There exist numbers t 1 # N and c 1 >0 with the following property. Let t>t 1 and let d (3Â10) t -log t. Let G be a graph or digraph with |G| c 1 d and }(G) 23t. Suppose, if G is a graph, that e(G) d |G| and there are at least d triangles on every edge, or if G is a digraph, that e(G) 2d |G| and there are at least 2d&1 triangles on every edge. Then Go K 2t or Go DK 2t as the case may be.
Proof. The graph case follows from the digraph case by edge-doubling, so we shall suppose that G is a digraph. Let c 1 =3(c 0 +400) where c 0 is the constant in Lemma 5.1.
We
To do this, we show how to find S k+1 once S 0 , ..., S k have been found.
Since 6d(|G| &|B| &|A| ) 2e(G) 4d |G| we have |A| |G|Â3&|B| c 0 d by the definition of c 1 . Given a # A, let 1(a) be the set of neighbours (in the underlying graph) of a. Since every edge of G is in at least 2d&1 triangles, we have $ (G[1(a)]) 2d&1. If every vertex of A is joined to B by at least dÂ3 edges (in either direction) then Go DK 2t by Lemma 5.1. So we may suppose that there is some vertex a # A for which this does not hold. Let S k+1 =1(a)&B. Then certainly S k+1 is disjoint from S 0 , ..., S k and |S k+1 | |1(a)| 6d. Moreover $(G[S k+1 ]) 2d&1&dÂ3=5dÂ3&1. Therefore we can find S 0 , ..., S 66 as claimed.
Next we show that there exists, for 0 i 66, a subset T i /S i so that G[T i ] has average degree at least 3dÂ2 and vertex connectivity at least dÂ40. If }(G[S i ]) dÂ40 we just take T i =S i . If not, remove a cutset of size less than dÂ40 and consider a smallest component. Should this component have connectivity at least dÂ40 call it T i , but otherwise remove once again a small cutset and keep a smallest component. After k such operations we have a subgraph of order at most 2 &k |S i | 6d 2 &k and minimum degree at least 5dÂ3&1&kdÂ20. But this is impossible when k=3 so we shall stop in at most two steps with a subset T i with the desired properties.
The digraphs G[T i ] are suitable for the application of Theorem 4.1, and in fact we shall see that G[T i ] oDK WtÂ3X if t 1 is large enough, which as usual we shall assume without further comment. Our aim is to find 66 such minors in T 1 , ..., T 66 and join them via paths through T 0 to form a DK 2t -minor; as usual the paths here are in the underlying graph. For this method to work it is necessary first to form the paths suitably, and then to find the minors afterwards.
Let s=2 WtÂ6X and choose [w &5 d&2_66s& 480_66s>66s we may, one by one for each w # W, join y w to z w by a subpath in T of length at most 480 in such a way that these subpaths are all vertex disjoint. The conclusion of this argument is that we may assume that no more than 480_66s<10 5 t vertices of T lie on the paths P(w).
Still keeping T # [T i : 1 i 66] fixed, let F be the subgraph of G spanned by the vertices of T that are not internal vertices of the paths P(w). Thus |T| &10 5 t |F| 6d and }(F) dÂ40&10 5 t>dÂ41, so Theorem 4.1 applies to F. Let n= |F | and let l be the average degree of F. Then log ntlog t and 2ntlÂ(1&q)tlÂ(1&q*). So by Theorem 4.1, F can be assumed to have a minor of order (1Â2&=) l(1&q*)
&1
-log(1Âq*)Â-log t for any =>0. Now l 3dÂ2&2_10 5 t 29dÂ20. Moreover the minimum value of (1&q*)
-log(1Âq*) is attained when q*=* and the minimum value is 1Â2:, where * and : were defined in the introduction. Since (1Â2)_(29Â20)_(1Â2:)_(3Â10)>1Â3 and s=2 WtÂ6X we see that F has a DK s -minor. Moreover it has a DK s -minor for which [w In order to describe how we join up these 66 little minors to form one big one, it is convenient to relabel the sets T i and the members of W. Note that 66=( We now define 12m disjoint sets U k i , 1 i 12, 1 k m, as follows: 
PROOFS OF MAIN THEOREMS
We can now quickly complete the proofs of Theorems 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3.
Proof of Theorems 1.1 and 1.3. As we have said before, because of the technique of edge-doubling it is enough to prove Theorem 1.3. Given =>0, let d=W(:+=) t -log tX and let k=WdÂlog log log d X . To prove the theorem it will be enough to show the existence of a t 2 (=) such that if Since log n=(1+o(1)) log t, and since 2(n&1)=lÂ(1&q)tlÂ(1&q*) where l is the average degree of D, we are guaranteed a complete minor of order at least (1Â2&=Â2) l(1&q*)
&1
-log(1Âq*)Â-log t. Now the average degree of D is 4d(1+o (1)). So our minor has order at least 2:t(1&q*)
-log(1Âq*). The expression in q* finds its minimum when q*=* and the minimum value is 1Â2:. Thus we have our DK t -minor. K Proof of Theorem 1.2. The proof proceeds in a similar way to that of Theorem 1.3, but we define d=W(-2 :+=) t -log tX and k=(d+1)Â2. Let G # E d and let D be the digraph obtained by doubling the edges of G. Then D # D d, k , and we may assume that D is minimal. Then, by the argument of the previous proof, we are guaranteed a complete minor of order at least (1Â2&=Â2) l(1&q*)
-log(1Âq*)Â-log t. This time, however, the average degree l of D is different. The size of D is (1+o(1))(2dn&d 2 ) so lt4d&4d 2 (1&q)Âl, implying lt2d(1+-q)t 2d(1+-q*) as l 2d+1. Writing r=-q* we find that we have a minor of order at least -2 :t(1&r)
-2 log(1Âr). This expression is minimized when r=* and so once again we have our DK t -minor in D, and a K t -minor in G. K
THE EXTREMAL GRAPHS
What do the extremal graphs for Theorems 1.1 1.3 look like? By extremal graphs we mean graphs or digraphs that have no K t -minor or DK t -minor and have size c |G|, d |G|&( d 2 )+1 or 2c |D|, where c and d are slightly less than c(t) and e(t) respectively. Of course, we cannot describe the extremal graphs exactly, but we can do so approximately via the following sketch.
In the case of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 we double the edges to produce an extremal digraph D. Every extremal digraph D has a minor H that is minimal in G d, k , where d is slightly less that c(t) or e(t) and k is chosen as in the proofs of Theorems 1.1 1.3, as appropriate. It is clear from these proofs that since H has no DK t minor then H cannot be large. In fact if H is minimal extremal for Theorems 1.1 or 1.3 it must be a digraph of edge density around 1&* and order around 2c(t)Â(1&*), and if it is minimal extremal for Theorem 1.2 it must be a digraph of edge density around 1&* 2 and order around e(t)Â(1&*). Moreover such an H can have no subdigraph of order (1&=) |H| with density substantially greater than that of H, else this subgraph would have a DK t minor. Therefore H has pseudorandom properties, akin to those of pseudo-random graphs given by Chung, Graham and Wilson [7] and by the author [24] . Notice that digraphs obtained from pseudo-random graphs by edge-doubling are included in this description. We call minimal extremal digraphs elementary extremal digraphs, and a graph whose double is an elementary extremal digraph is called an elementary extremal graph. Now a re-examination of the argument of Section 2 shows that we may assume that H is not just any old minor of D, but one which is arrived at by a sequence of operations of one of the following four kinds, each operation preserving membership in G d, k : (i) deletion of a single vertex, (ii) deletion of a single edge, (iii) contraction of a single edge, and (iv) replacement of D by D[C _ S] or by D&C, where S is a cutset of order at most k and C is a component of D&S.
A little thought shows that there must have been an operation of type (iv) fairly soon before arriving at H; for any sequence of moderate length arriving at H and comprising only operations of types (i), (ii) and (iii) must have begun at a digraph J of slightly greater order or slightly greater density than H (bearing in mind that each operation preserves membership of G d, k ), and then by Theorem 4.1 DK t would be a minor of J. So, to all intents and purposes, we may assume that the last operation producing H was of type (iv).
Returning again to the argument of Section 2, we now see that if H and H$ are the two digraphs D[C _ S] and D&C, and if H has size close to 2c |H| or 2d |H| &2( The size of H$ cannot significantly exceed the stated value else H$ will have a DK t -minor, so it follows that H$ is itself an extremal graph.
We can now repeat the above argument on H$ instead of D. So we see that extremal (di)graphs are produced as follows; they are either elementary extremal (di)graphs or they are formed by joining an elementary extremal (di)graph to an existing extremal (di)graph by identifying a subset of vertices from each. Now in the case of Theorem 1.2 the second case cannot arise: the moment we fuse two elementary extremal graphs in a subset which must be of order dÂ2 we produce a highly connected graph which, by Theorem 4.1, will have a K t -minor. In the case of Theorems 1.1 and 1.3 the cutsets must be small so this argument doesn't apply. In fact, the cutsets must be really small, of order no more than t, else we can use the argument of Theorem 5.1 to join together DK (1&=) t -minors in the elementary extremal digraphs to form a DK t -minor in their join.
We conclude that the only extremal graphs for Theorem 1.2 are pseudorandom graphs of density around 1&* 2 and order around e(t)Â(1&*). The extremal (di)graphs for Theorems 1.1 and 1.3 look like a tree of pseudorandom (di)graphs of density around 1&* and order around 2c(t)Â(1&*), these being joined together in very small sets of vertices.
As mentioned in the introduction, Mader has asked for an explicit description of some graphs that are more or less extremal with respect to having no K t minor. Indeed, is it even possible to describe a sequence (G t ) of graphs with G t o K t such that the average degree of G t grows superlinearly in t?
It might be imagined that explicit constructions of pseudo-random graphs would offer examples. However, the theory of pseudo-random graphs merely offers a lower bound on the largest minor in a pseudo-random graph, and since this bound necessarily is no better than that given by Theorem 1.1 it is redundant. Certainly, not all pseudo-random graphs provide extremal examples it is perfectly possible for pseudo-random graphs to have much larger minors than the corresponding random graphs. For example, the Paley graph of order n has a complete minor of order (n+1)Â2 (see [25] ), and many other common constructions likewise contain very large minors.
